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Abstract 

In this research project we will study how modern lecture capture technology can support learning and 

teaching in multiple contexts while enhancing pedagogical value and advances in learning results. The data 

for this research will be collected mainly from mathematic, physics, and chemistry lectures in teacher 

training at the University of Eastern Finland, Savonlinna campus during the current academic year. In the 

first part of the research we will compare different teaching methods in terms of learning outcomes and 

interviews. Learning outcomes are compared between the groups also in terms of different mathematical 

subjects.  

 

The second part of the study utilizes signals that are showed by learning analytics. Learning analytics is  

defined as the measurement, collection, analysis, and reporting of data about learners and their contexts  

for purposes of understanding and optimizing learning and the environments in which it occurs. With  

learning analytics we can deepen our understanding and plan changes in individual learning paths as  

well as in courses provided by educational institutions. In addition to video-analytics, our research  

framework will utilize interactive features that enable students to comment, share bookmarks and write  

personal notes to the timelines of recordings as well as ask the teacher and fellow students’ questions.  

With these features we can engage student interaction and develop the viewing experience towards  

group process. This functionality provides also a new kind of space-time dimension to study learning  

environments and the recordings because not all the students are studying this particular course  

simultaneously. The results of web and video-analytics as well as students’ notes, comments, and  

questions in the lecture capture system are used as indicators and variables. After analysis we study how  

individuals’ learning may be supported by modern lecture capture and how lecture capture can extend  

the concept of personal learning environment. 


